BACK TO SCHOOL

By Xenia Kyriacou

Back to School… finally!

Parents breathe a sigh of relief

… but stress is still high around Covid-19
T

he school year in most countries around the
world has been severely impacted by the
Covid-19 pandemic, and South Africa is no exception.
Schools closed two days early before the usual Easter
break on 18 March 2020 as the country headed
into a full lockdown starting on 27 March. Some
schools opened for Grades 7 and 12 on 8 June, but
by 24 July all schools had been closed again for
a month to stem the rising tide of Covid-19 cases.
Learners returned to school in stages during August,
but some had lost nearly 90 days of schooling. Along
the way there were constitutional court challenges;
children with no internet, data or infrastructure for
home schooling; schools with little or no ability to
provide remote teaching; continued home schooling
by parents who did not feel comfortable sending
their children back for any number of reasons and
uncertainty across all segments of society about how
children were going to complete their school year.
It’s been a roller coaster ride, and it’s not over yet.
Managing the virus means that children, teachers
and parents have to deal with the new realities of
a changed learning environment.
What this means for retailers is adapting the
BTS strategy, catering for home schooling, remote
learning and the changing needs of learners where

“

It’s been a roller coaster ride, and it’s
not over yet. Managing the virus means
that children, teachers and parents
have to deal with the new realities of
a changed learning environment.

“

tablets and data are fast becoming staple
necessities. Meanwhile the traditional requirements
of stationery, books and other necessities still exist
– particularly for younger learners – so there is
a blending of the old and the new. This may mean

that the back to school buying spike will partially
morph into more consistent and regular sales,
as parents adapt to digital requirements where
costs may need to be staggered throughout the
school year.
â
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How steady engagement is key to building sales
Uncertainty over the resumption of formal
schooling has led to questions about how
consumers, and therefore retailers, should prepare.
Retailers can expect to see increased levels of price
sensitivity as households feel the negative financial
effects of lockdown. Shoppers may respond by
favouring familiar quality brands known to last
longer. Alternatively, this may be the time for
retailers to encourage and facilitate brand swapping
to similar quality, but better priced products.
Price sensitivity is likely to remain until the
economy begins recovery and the job market
improves. Given the spikes predicted in Covid-19
waves, this could be another 18 months to two
years.
In an uncertain and cash-strapped economy,
parents may be more cautious – delaying some of
their BTS purchases. Based on the results of a global
ICSC (International Council of Shopping Centres)
survey this year, Tom McGee, President and CEO,
advised retailers to remain responsive to changing
consumer needs.
While the survey indicated that consumers
planned to spend more on back to school this year,
uncertainty in the educational environment could
extend the BTS shopping season until consumers
have more definitive answers.
“This ‘fluidity’ seems to be the norm for back
to school policies these days, as students and
administrators have remained uncertain about when
they will return to school, or whether schooling
would take an online format,” McGee adds.

Additionally, the risks of in-store shopping have
continued to push sales online across categories,
something that will also impact back to school
buying.
Online shopping as parents keep safety
in their sights
The impulse to physically embark on a shopping
spree still exists, however, stores and shoppers do
not know how a pandemic back to school season
will unfold.

“This is no ordinary back to school season, but
that is not deterring consumers from spending
money at physical stores. Back to school shopping
continues to be popular, even in these uncertain
times,” said McGee. However, in coronavirus hot
spots, many parents have shifted to ordering items
online.
The lockdown in South Africa has gone some way
to increasing tech-savvy among consumers – even
those who may not previously have used a digital
device of any kind. This trend has been driven by
â
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Get to know your
on-line shoppers
Online shopping is a growing trend in South Africa.
Get to know your online shoppers and their habits to
help focus your marketing efforts and online offerings.
According to a 2020 report by PwC titled ‘Achieving
Total Retail: Consumer Expectations Driving the Next
Retail Business Model’, there are some surprising facts
about shoppers and their online spending habits:

the need to order groceries online. BTS online
purchasing can be expected to increase in the
wake of this trend, among consumers who, in the
recent past, would only have purchased in-store.
Industry stationary leader, Bidvest Waltons,
have digitised back-to-school shopping for some
time now, and recently launched their Nedbankpowered Karri App.
As noted by Douglas Hoernle, Founder and
CEO of Karri, the app is well positioned to deal
with the uncertainty around changes to the
school terms as a result of the pandemic

(www.karripay.com/blog/karri-bidvestwaltons-stationery-shopping/).
Digital resources versus traditional
supplies – BTS stock management
Parents’ concerns around health, finance, and
quality of education will likely shift the way
consumers approach back to school shopping
– specifically around what percentage will
purchase or be provided with digital learning
content and resources versus traditional
stationery and textbooks.

l2
 5% of South Africa’s online shoppers are older than
60 and most online shoppers are above 35 years old,
due to higher incomes.
lM
 ore than 55% of online shoppers are male, with
many women still preferring the in-store experience.
lC
 onvenience and price are the biggest motivations
for shopping online.
lM
 ornings and after work are prime online shopping
times.
l F lexible and low cost/free delivery is a key incentive
for online shoppers.
l F ear of the unknown stops 25% from shopping
online. Key concerns include technological issues
and fear of missing a delivery, while 25% of offline
shoppers say they don’t shop online ‘because they
are just not used to it’.
lO
 nline shopping in South Africa contributes 1% of
total retail sales, but it is growing at a massive rate.
l F ull-time workers and retirees are South Africa’s
main online shoppers.
l4
 7% of offline shoppers believe they will shift online
in the next year.
â
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Why everyone
loves Marlin Super Stick…
Where glue sticks were limited to a few options on
stationery shelves, Marlin’s Super Glue Stick represents
a true competitor in the market with its distinct new-look
packaging and the level of quality consumers are enjoying.
The glue stick comes in three individual sizes as well as
a three-pack. It features improved quality, easy application,
extra strength, long-lasting effect and is acid-free.
It can used at home, in school, and in offices –
further proving its versatility and its popularity within
the stationery space.
Try Marlin’s Super Stick
Glue Stick today.
Get in touch with Freedom Stationery to
stock Marlin Super Stick Glue Stick and give
your customers the choice of real good value.

8g

8g

www.freedomstationery.co.za
facebook.com/MarlinStationery | twitter.com/MarlinRSA

The stark reality in South Africa is that more than
80 percent of public schools are under-resourced.
They are ill-equipped to respond to the teaching
and learning challenges of the 21st century – let
alone the latest demands of the pandemic. This
is according to an article written by Professor
Werner Olivier of the Govan Mbeki Mathematics
Development Centre, Nelson Mandela University.

With the global move to blended learning (using
a combination of online and offline teaching and
resources), a sobering statistic from the article
is that nearly 90 percent of households in South
Africa are still without internet access at home.
Enormous government and NPO effort continues
to be harnessed to address this problem, so we can
expect change – perhaps faster now driven by the
pandemic.
Nonetheless, these socio-economic disparities
cause sharp market differentiation in BTS consumer
demands. Retailers therefore need to continually
update their in-depth knowledge of their customer
base, in order to merchandise appropriately.
Merchandising hints and tips: how to help
parents navigate the shopping list
While there is still demand for traditional school
supplies, parents and students are increasingly
interested in personal protective equipment (if their
child is returning to school) or technology (if they
are pursuing distance learning), such as computer
monitors, headphones, desks, office chairs and lamps.
In addition to an increase in online purchasing,
instore shoppers are now less likely to bring their
children along. So signage and displays historically
tailored to capturing the attention of the younger
family members, may become less impactful. The
parents will be in command (!) and less influenced
by the choices of their children. The focus will shift
to practicality, versatility, longevity and price.
Also, brands and retailers who are able to
translate the in-store back to school experience
â
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into an online experience will be well positioned to
capture this sector of the market.
In a time of so much change, it is difficult to
pinpoint exactly what the BTS basket will contain
this year. What can be said with certainty is that
brands and retailers must remain flexible and work
with what they do know, to prepare for multiple
scenarios.
The back to school season is always demanding
for parents and this year so much more so. If you
wish to support your shoppers, bear in mind the
economic realities of many families, even those
previously in your higher LSM groups. Offer savings
and other incentives, e.g., cross-merchandising with
BTS packs, or essentials such as calendars, reusable
water bottles, and lunchboxes as a BTS pack bonus.
This is definitely the year to think out of the
(lunch)box!
Your one-stop BTS display will encourage sales by
providing convenience and reminders of items to
be purchased that may not have made it onto the
shopping list.
Sanitisation and hygiene products for children
Health and hygiene products will probably become
back to school staples. The influence of Covid-19
is evident in the types of products parents and
guardians plan to purchase.
They are as likely to buy hand sanitiser as they
are new clothing or shoes; as likely to buy face
masks as they are backpacks or craft supplies and
more likely to buy disinfecting wipes than crayons
and markers.

Together with health, sanitisation and hygiene
products provide an opportunity for cross
merchandising and promotions. Addressing some
of the fears parents have, should be part of
your in-store and online marketing strategy and
promotions.
Parents’ fears around sanitation and hygiene
Some of the fears reported in various media
include:
lW
 ill my kids be able to try on clothes in stores?
lW
 ill we be required to purchase sanitiser/face
masks/gloves for school

lW
 ill other shoppers hoard essential BTS
supplies? Do I need to buy more?
lW
 ill products be more expensive due to high
demand?
lW
 ill BTS sales be available online?
lW
 ill my kids be sharing supplies with others?
lW
 ill I be able to take my kids to stores?
lW
 ill I need to shop earlier/later than normal?
lW
 ill all the typical stores be open for BTS?
lW
 ill large crowds/lines be unsafe?
Use customer-focused relationship marketing to
talk to your customers and allay their fears.
â
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According to the annual Trialogue Business in
Society Handbook, the retail and wholesale sector
in South Africa accounted for the largest portion of
CSI expenditure (22%) for the first time in 2019,
due to the increasing value of product donations –
a value which has skyrocketed during the lockdown
and remains extremely important in the eyes of
consumers as many of them try to recover from
job losses. Two distinct marketing strategies can be
considered here: firstly, your relationship strategies
for building customer loyalty, in terms of ensuring
customer safety, price fairness and giveaways.
The second strategy is ‘cause marketing’ to build
loyalty among those customers who do not need
CSI assistance, but who expect responsible and
sustainable corporate behaviour from their store.
Back to school offers excellent opportunities for
retailers to assist the many disadvantaged schools
and children in South Africa.

Community give back – building loyalty through
school CSI initiatives
As part of a recently announced joint initiative
between Bidvest Waltons and the Gauteng
Department of Education, 577 schools will be
receiving donated assistance worth R4.7 million.
The project includes complete decontamination
and desanitisation of 577 schools, 466 of which
are non-fee-paying schools. (https://www.

goodthingsguy.com/business/deep-cleaningservices-gauteng-schools/)
Each school will also receive wall-mounted
hand sanitisers and other consumables to support
government’s commitment to securing educational
institutions against the spread of the coronavirus.
Lesson being … If you want to leverage your CSI
initiatives or in-store campaigns, then hygiene,
sanitation and health are the way to go.

Cross-merchandising with grocery items
for healthy lunch box ideas
No matter where
learners are learning,
school day lunches
still need to be
served. Lunch box
inspiration, including
sandwiches, fillings,
drinks, treats and
healthy on-the-go
snack ideas are all part of the menu to make life
easier for busy parents.
â
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It also stimulates ideas for additional purchases,”
she says.
There is the cross-merchandising opportunity
to place relevant products with high volume
daily purchase items e.g. spreads and dips close
to bread, or cheese portions with small packs of
tomatoes and carrots in the refrigerated fresh
produce section.
“Ambient products like cheese dippers and
crackers can be positioned at till points where
most of the impulse purchases
take place, as well as a last
Zero Installation and
point of interruption to ensure
that mom buys something
maintenance cost on
healthy as a snack for her kids,”
our Popular Rental
says Greeff.
option!
“Different mechanics can
also be used, to ensure that
product visibility is enhanced
by free-standing units placed
strategically in-store, as well as
clever hooks and self-feeder units
in the fridge areas for products
that need to stay chilled.”
With the new normal and
lockdown conditions becoming
In
a part of life, the flexibility of
more
lunchbox – or lunch at home
than
450
– healthy snacks are ideal
stores
solutions. But, remember if
nationwide!
the consumer/mom cannot see
made simple... Get yours today the product, they will not make
the purchase.

It’s also good to remind Mom and Dad about
lunchbox items for a healthy lifestyle, such as
lunchbox snack ranges that can be merchandised as
impulse buys.
Susan Greeff from Lancewood says retailers can
maximise their lunchbox sales by ensuring that
products are merchandised together at a primary
location.
“This helps the consumer navigate the shelf easier
and to find what they are looking for in one area.
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Water retailing
Contact
information:

Ruan Coetzer ruan@water2go.co.za
079 562 0046 www.water2go.co.za

Keep it consistent
According to a recent BusinessLive article, CEO of
CNA, Benjamin Trisk only expects a recovery for the
stationery business when back to school shopping
starts in 2021. “Due to the Covid-19 pandemic and
the five-week nationwide lockdown, consumer spend
is under pressure on the back of a weak economy and
a rise in retrenchments, combined with a growing
number of digital platforms selling competing
products, often at better prices,” says Trisk.
These are all challenges for your stationery
category, but not insurmountable!
l T o do well in school, students must have all of
the necessary supplies. Different schools may
request different items, making it difficult to
keep everything on your shelves. However, you
can stock certain staples that will be used when
classes begin. Pencils, pens, notebooks, folders,
paper, and binders are almost always going to be
included on school supply lists. Keep these items
in stock as a given and keep them stocked for an
extended buying season.
lO
 ngoing promotions and periodic sales will keep
your customers’ attention.
lC
 reate exciting in-store and online shopping
experiences. SR
Xenia Kyriacou’s professional background
includes a PhD in science education. She
is a highly experienced writer, including
educational materials and textbooks;
academic writing and editing; web content
creation; and general journalism for trade and
consumer magazines. Contact Wilkins Ross
Communications at xenia@wilkinsross.co.za
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